Awana Bible Quiz
The Objectives for Bible Quiz according to Awana in the Official Rules and Regulations are:
 To promote and encourage our clubbers in Bible memorization and review their handbooks
 To provide a competitive atmosphere so Awana clubbers can show their Bible knowledge.
 To give clubbers a greater love for, and working knowledge of the Bible.
 To proclaim God's grace and salvation to Parents, friends so they can accept Christ as savior.
Awana Handbook sections covered (Bible verses, definitions, Questions, Answers, Search Sites, info):
 T&T  Red UA Book 1: Start Zone, Discoveries 1-4 verses, and Silver 2,4.
 T&T  Blue UA Book 2: Discoveries 1-4 and Silver 2,3.
 T&T  Green UC Book 1: Challenges 1-4, and Silver 1,3.
 T&T  Yellow UC Book 2: Challenges 1-4, and Silver 1,3.
The Bible Quiz format consists of two main types of questions:
Multiple Choice Quiz - These 8 Questions are asked with 3 possible answers given, children pick
answers, then put up the appropriate letter A, B, or C paddle to answer. Each answer worth 10 points.
.
Speed Quiz - Questions are asked of 1 team member per Handbook. When the question
is asked the clubber may click on the buzzer to ring in before the Quiz Master finishes the
question as long as the child finishes the intent of the question after answering. The clubber
has 10 seconds to start their answer, and 30 seconds to complete it. Correct answers are worth
20 points each. And if the child answers 3 questions correct and answered all the Multiple Choice
questions correctly they get an extra bonus 20 points called "Quizzing Out". However if the child
answers 2 wrong then they are asked to sit out. The first person to click the hand switch is
determined by an Electronic sensor.

Teams consist of 1 child by Awana handbook: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow
Parent responsibilities:
 Practice every day to learn the Bible verse with reference word perfect (chart).
 Bring your kid(s) to practice each week,
 Clean Awana uniform (all T&T awards), kids wear black pants (girls long skirts),
 Consider helping as a scorekeeper or staying with one team for support.
Boys T&T  Quiz Coach

Kirk Barnes

Websites to learn more:
www.barnescomputer.net/Personal/awanabiblequiz.html - or www.awanacgw.org

